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Heritance is proudly the cornerstone Napa Valley 
brand of the Taub Family Vineyards.  Heritance was 
originally launched by Bernard Portet, a visionary 
Napa Valley winemaking icon who had co-founded 
Clos du Val Winery in Napa’s Stags Leap District 
and was winemaker there for 35 years.

The name Heritance is fittingly derived from a 
combination of ‘heritage’ and ‘inheritance,’ signifying 
the start of a new tradition and continuation of an 
enduring legacy. 

Heritance wines are elegant, complex and balanced, 
and are crafted to pair beautifully with food. 

Heritance draws exclusively on premium grapes 
from leading sustainable growers throughout Napa 
Valley, focusing on fruit grown between St. Helena 
in the middle of the valley and cooler districts to the 
south near the town of Napa. This “winery without 
walls” allows the flexibility to craft distinctive, small 
production wines when the perfect opportunity 
presents itself during any given vintage. There may 
only be a few barrels made of these wines – and they 
may not be produced each year – but the selection 
process is rigorous and the lots are set aside only 
when deemed truly exceptional.
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••Heritance•is•proudly•the•cornerstone•Napa•Valley•brand•of•the•Taub•Family•
Vineyards.•The•name•Heritance•is•fittingly•derived•from•a•combination•of•
‘heritage’•and•‘inheritance,’•signifying•the•starts•of•a•new•traditional•and•

continuation•of•an•enduring•legacy•

••Heritance•was•originally•launched•by•Bernard•Portet,•a•visionary•Napa•Valley•
winemaking•icon•who•has•been•crafting•wine•in•this•acclaimed•region•for•decades

••Heritance•draws•exclusively•on•premium•grapes•from•leading•sustainable•
growers•throughout•Napa•Valley

•• caBernet sauviGnon 94% Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Merlot, 2% Cabernet France, and 2% Petit Verdot. From Napa’s core 

growing sites in Yountville, Oakville, Rutherford and St. Helena, this wine is layered with dark fruits, blackberry, plum and cassis. 

Well integrated oak lends hints of vanilla and subtle roasted coffee notes. The palate is complex with an elegant structure. 

•• sauviGnon Blanc 93% Sauvignon Blanc, 7% Semillon. From vineyards in the Oak Knoll, Yountville, and Napa Carneros AVA’s 

as well as far north as Rutherford and St. Helena, the wine has tropical fruit, Meyer lemon and pineapple notes, with hints of 

orange blossom. The palate is lush and mouth-watering.
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